
Adventure #4: The Spawn of Torog 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Helga, Erevan and Raven have returned to Clockmaster Gabel Mentifil and the House of 

Gond with the final ingredient—Tanar’i Tongue—to cure Xenoseth’s ailment.  The 

energetic gnome priest immediately combines it with the Mermaid’s Breath and Angel 

Tears, and within half an hour he is holding a bubbling brew to Xenoseth’s lips. The 

shifter drinks deeply, and everyone sees an instant change.  The pain and lethargy leaves 

his limbs and the oozing pustules begin to heal.  Within a few minutes it’s as if the 

Devil’s Death never afflicted him at all.  

 

“Ah, just as I said, not a problem,” the gnome chirps.  He has not asked for anything in 

return, but the heroes offer him some gold anyway. 

 

“Oh, no, no, no, I care not for coins.  What I WOULD like is something more 

personal…please come to my sermon of Gond.  I am more than happy to preach about 

the joys of the Wonderbringer, I just need warm bodies in the pews!”  

 



 
Well…yeaaaah. Right. Xenoseth says “Fine, fine, but not today,” and the others agree.  

They have business to take care of first, namely the drow Gendar and delivering Bairwain 



Wildarson’s cask, but more importantly, they have to find the Bloodreavers and the 

kidnapped slaves from Winterhaven.  

 

“So, do you know a dark elf named Gendar?” Helga asks. 

 

“Ah, yes, yes, I do indeed, I do indeed.  A quirky fellow, somewhat strange.  I wouldn’t 

trust him too much if you ask my opinion.  But supposedly he has shed himself of the 

Spider Queen Lloth and now only pays lipservice to a different god…Wealth.”   

 

The group feels that they can trust Mentifil, so they keep asking him questions about The 

Hall of Seven Pillars, the Labyrinth, Brugg the Ogre and the Bloodreavers.  They learn 

several important nuggets of information: 

 

1) The Hall of Seven Pillars is part of an ancient minotaur civilization that was 

destroyed 1000 years ago.  Known as Saruun to the minotaurs, they worshipped 

the evil god Baphomet (The Horned King) and conducted dire rituals and 

sacrifices in his black name.  For reasons unknown, some minotaurs began 

worshipping another demonic entity known as Torog, and in anger and 

retribution, Baphomet stuck down the mighty minotaur kingdom.  He shattered 

their civilzation, killing most of the inhabitants while survivors fled deep into the 

Underdark, never to be seen again.  Most regions of the Savage North and 

Silverymoon did not even know a minotaur kingdom existed nearby, nor were 

they aware of its sudden demise.   

 

2) A few years ago a cabal of mages journeyed to the ruined Labyrinth and thought 

it was a place ripe for plunder.  They were right.  At the peak of the minotaur’s 

society they had tapped into unknown Far Realms and crafted mighty relics, many 

of which were buried in vaults deep beneath the surface.  The mages, who now 

call themselves the Mages of Saruun, rebuilt the Hall of Seven Pillars into the 

trading post it is now. THEY are the true rulers here, not Brugg the Ogre who is 

simply a sheriff and Enforcer, although Brugg likes to throw his weight around.  

Brugg is oafish, grumpy and particularly mean-spirited toward halfling although 

Mentifil doesn’t know why.    

 

 

 

 

The three Mages of Saruun are Ordontar, Paldemar, and Cyrix, and they are 

rarely if ever seen together, and not very often individually.  They use the Hall of 

Seven Pillars as a base of operations to plunder and explore the uncharted depths 

of Thunderspire Labyrinth and dredge up whatever magic and relics they can find.  

They have created a truce down here where normally hostile races can get along 

in relative peace. But leave the Seven Pillared Hall and you risk the kind of 

danger one would expect.  Are the mages evil?  Mentifil is not sure, but imagines 

they have little concern for the welfare of anyone contradictory to their plans.  

They live in an imposing tower on the far side of town with no doors, using a 



teleportation circle by the massive minotaur statue to enter and leave their arcane 

abode. 

 

 



 
 

3) The Bloodreavers are a well known slaving group that operates out of the 

Labyrinth.  No, Mentifil does not know where they are located; he fosters a poor 

opinion of them anyway and their vile practice, but slavery is not condemned in 

Thunderspire and the mages of Saruun don’t seem to care.  

 

The party has gleaned about as much information from Clockmaster Mentifil as they can, 

so now they’re off to find Gendar the Drow.  The gnome priest gives them directions and 

bids them farewell, saying that he looks forward to seeing them again at his next sermon! 



 

 
 

The adventures head into the Hall, noting the bizarre sounds and smells around them.  

They see scruffy humans, scaly lizardmen, fuzzy bugbears and even a few yellow-

skinned goblins. It’s an eclectic lot in the Hall all right.  Xenoseth the Cat Man keeps his 



face hidden deep beneath a hood; he doesn’t want any Bloodreavers or drow identifying 

him, not until they have ascertained their numbers and strength.  They see the minotaur 

statue that Mentifil was talking about and are awed by its grandeur.  Not far from the 

statue is a squat building decorated with a large number of colored lanterns, and this is 

where they march. 

 

 
 

They’re about to enter a shop called Gendar’s Relics & Curios when they see five odd 

people—race unknown— step out the door.  Shiny silver masks completely cover their 

faces, and they stare eerily at the party as they walk by.  They say absolutely nothing, but 

head north at a brisk pace and pass under the archway adorned with the strange symbol 

that leads to the Shining Road and Avenue of Glory.    

 



 
 

 
 

The heroes step into the shop, a bell tinkling over their heads, and they immediately smell 

pungent spices, alchemical potions, oiled steel and polished leather.  And Gendar the 

drow is here, but his two companions take them aback. Fully naked and unashamed, these 

ashen-skinned females watch them enter with alluring crimson eyes.  



 

 
 

“Welcome,” the drow rasps, his voice serpentine and slithery. “You have come looking 

for goodsss?” 

 

“Yeah, how much are your bitches?”  (No, they didn’t say that) 

 

The group mentions Bairwain Wildarson from Winterhaven, and Gendar says, “Ah, 

yesss, I have been expecting something from him.  Ladies, please leave ussss.” 

 

He snaps his fingers, and smiling, the naked women transform into bobbing crimson 

spheres of sparkling light and quickly fly into another room. The group exchanges 

Bairwain’s cask for what Gendar has, an item wrapped in cloth that feels like a flat stone.  

Both Bairwain and Gendar insist that it is non-magical, a relic from the labyrinth and 

would have little monetary value to anyone other than a collector.  

 

But Gendar’s shop is full of more than just lackluster curios.  Magic items adorn the 

walls and shelves, and the group immediately begins counting their coins and haggling 

with him for prices.  This part took a LONG time in-game, but the group manages to buy 

potions of healing and some new magic hand-axes and other assorted wondrous items.  

They also find that Gendar carries several magic items far beyond their ability to 

purchase, but maybe those items will be here later if they can dig up some more gold.   



They decide not to barter the Wand of Wonder; as a functional item from the pre-Spell 

Plague era it might be fascinating on its own terms (and who doesn’t want to see your 

allies weapons turn into a bunch of flowers?) 

 

A few other “fun” effects include opening a pit beneath your enemy’s feet or firing a 

death ray.  From what Erevan gleans from his Arcana check, the Wand of Wonder can be 

as equally helpful as harmful.  

 

Finishing up their business with Gendar, they focus on their next objective: finding the 

Bloodreavers and slaves from Winterhaven.  Xenoseth knows where he was first taken by 

the drow to the slaver hideout, up the Road of Lanterns near the surface so that is the best 

place to start looking.  

 

 
 

They leave at once and head back up the green-lantern tunnel past the leering demonic 

statues. A short while later they stand before the yawning tunnel that leads to where 

Xenoseth escaped the slavers.  It is very dark, and about a hundred feet of tunnel exists 

before it opens up into the cavern.  Naturally, Splug refuses to go ahead by himself, so 

after considerable debate Xenoseth transforms into a panther, and with Splug holding his 

tail with orders to light a torch if instructed, they creep down the passage in utter silence.  

 

Oddly, there are still no lights once they reach the open room. Maybe the Bloodreavers 

relocated in the past two weeks since the shifter was here. Xenoseth is still somewhat far 

from the building if he remembers the layout correctly, and he hears water gushing in the 

middle of the room from a small river that spurts from the south wall and drops into a 

narrow ravine.  

 





 
 

The shifter cannot detect anyone, but he tells Splug to wait while he advances alone. 

Darkness encroaches the panther from all sides, so heavy and cloying it almost feels 

tangible.  It feels like no one is here at all, and there is probably no point looking unless 

they find clues as to their whereabouts…and that’s when Xenoseth hears something 

above him. 

 

A quiet sound, a whisper of movement as something shifts position.  

 

That’s it, Xenoseth is out of here.  He quickly doubles back, grabs Splug who is 

trembling in terror and they haul butt back to the others.  They need light if they want to 

explore that room, and lots of it, so Erevan casts Light on his owl familiar and they all 

advance to the entrance again.  His owl soars into the chamber, and they can see the 

layout clearly for the first time.  

 

A crumbling structure dominates the far end of the room, a bridge leading to it over a 

slick, slimy little river. But the glowing owl reveals something more unsettling: the 

ceiling is covered in thick, gray webs, thousands and thousand of strands of sticky web. 

The owl continues its reconnaissance while Erevan watches through its eyes, but THEN- 

 

-something lashes out from the web! The vision is snapped off and the owl is gone.   

 



That raises their ire, and rather than retreat and count their blessings the group decides to 

plunge in swords and spells blazing!  Using Raven’s Floating Lantern, the strikers move 

up first and they’re the first too see a shadowy, humanoid shape move behind one of the 

windows.  The group doesn’t want to risk any more ambushes from the webs above them, 

so a flaming arrow streaks to the top of the room, some forty or fifty feet above their 

heads and instantly ignites.   

 

Something begins thrashing around inside the webs, and then to their horror, the 

BIGGEST spider they have ever seen drops down on the other side of the creek, dangling 

from a silken thread. It rears up on its hind legs, and everyone sees a curious symbol 

etched upon the thing’s belly where bristly hairs have turned dark red and formed a 

familiar pattern: 

 



 
 

Xenoseth, Helga and Brandis have already advanced past the others, but Raven, Erevan 

and Splug are targeted by a web that spews from the spider.  The wizard and druid are 

drenched by the thing, sticky strands anchoring them where they stand. Splug is narrowly 

missed and the little goblin tries to tear the webbing off his friends. At the same time a 

second strand shoots out and hits Helga the Dwarf.  She resists, but is nearly pulled over 

the side of the bridge into the cold river, which would have been really, really cool if it 

had worked.  

 



 
 

Brandis is the first to reach the abomination with his sword Wolftooth, and he cuts a deep 

wound in the thing’s hide.  But the monster’s clacking claw latches to the warlord’s 

shoulder, jostling him back and forth and pulling him closer to fangs dripping with 

poison.  

 

Xenoseth races forward cheetah-fast and finds cover behind the ruined structure. He 

climbs to the top, shoots along the crumbling roof, transforms in midair leap to humanoid 

form and drives his falchion into the spider’s back!  Fluid spurts up in a dark green arc 

and a chittering cry of pain fills the cavern.  But Xensoseth isn’t done with this thing.  He 

scrambles off, raking his falchion down its side and swipes the blade under a chitinous 

leg, knocking the beast prone (oh boy, this was wash-rinse-repeat pretty much the rest of 

the encounter). 



 

 
 

Erevan and Raven have had a terrible time removing themselves from the web, despite 

Splug’s frantic attempts to assist them. The goblin is covered in sweat and sticky residue 

as he rips adhesive from his allies, but to no avail.  Erevan tries to target the monster at 

range with Magic Missiles, but they fly wide, and the wizard finds that he ultimately 

contributed little to the combat. Not that Brandis and Xenoseth are hurting terribly yet, 

and then Helga charges into the fray.  She pounds boot and slams her Executioner’s Axe 

into the monster, hewing another leg off at the joint. [I can’t remember round for round 

what powers everyone burned in most cases, and I didn’t write them down]. 

 

But then Helga the Dwarf Fighter puts the biggest hurt on the monster:  Pinning Strike.  

Her blade anchors it down, rendering the beast unable to move until she moves a square 

away herself, but it doesn’t have a way to move her (maybe I could have ruled that a 

Huge monster can try to toss someone ten feet away, but it had no precedence to do that; 

it couldn’t Bull Rush one square because of her dwarf trait). 

 

Unable to escape at all, the spider is subject to Xenoseth’s crippling dailies and having its 

legs knocked out from under it every other round.  To pour on the pain, Erevan finally 

escapes from the webs after maybe 5 rounds of ineptitude and casts Bigby’s Icy Grasp.  

The frozen hand springs up adjacent to the spider and grabs it as well so that frosty agony 

spreads through the thing’s body.  

 



The web continues to crackle above them, and hundreds of tiny burning spiders float 

down on the updraft like bright shooting stars, smoldering and hissing in the stream. 

 

 
 

The spider of Torog (and I told everyone up front that this was a solo monster that played 

by some different rules that most others) continues to grab Brandis, and soon it has 

latched onto him with both pincers and pulls the hapless warlord into its fangs.  Teeth 

puncture his armor and painful toxins course through his bloodstream.  It was easily 

Brandis that suffered the most through this whole ordeal. 

 

Sandwiched between the heroes with no way to escape, the spider can only try to maul 

either the weakest foe or direct its attention at the fighter who marked it, and its Bloodied 

ability results in two claw attacks until the end of the encounter (too bad I wasted its 

Action Points on bad rolls). The barbarian lays down the pain repeatedly, ripping swaths 

of rubbery flesh and hair from the thing’s abdomen until its soupy guts are exposed, and 

finally they can tell that the beast is near death.   

 

Brandis saves against the poison, and Raven joins the fight before the end in wolf form, 

pouncing on the thing and dealing damage as well.  The beast cannot endure this much 

punishment.  Xenoseth holds off on his Action Point so that the death blow is dealt by 

Bigby’s Icy Grasp, squeezing the thing until its head pops open and green blood spurts in 

chilly rivulets through the dirt.  Its legs kick and convulse and the monster crumples into 

a still, dead heap.  



 
 

With it vanquished, the group quickly searches the remains of the Bloodreaver hideout.  

There is only one body inside, a bugbear infested with tiny spiders, but oddly, a nearly 

transparent strand of web leads from its limbs out the window, the other end tapering off 

and burned.  The bugbear was just a marionette to lure anyone closer, and this is what 

Xenoseth had first seen pass by the window. 

 

In fact, had Xenoseth NOT perceived motion on the ceiling, the spider would have 

dropped right on top him and Webbed the others in the entrance, and then played with the 

barbarian mano y mano, which the barbarian would probably have enjoyed. 

 

Outside the bungalow they find more charred bodies have dropped from the ceiling, all 

thoroughly wrapped in silk cocoons.  Xenoseth pulls the stuff away from the face of one 

and recognizes a human Bloodreaver who was here two weeks ago with particularly bad 

snaggleteeth.  So, this monster killed at least some of them and took their hideout as its 

lair. 

 

But where are the Bloodreavers now, and what have they done with the slaves? 

 

And there we stopped.  

 

[GM Note:  This was our first real solo fight and it went pretty well.  Everyone was 

extremely scared at first and the monster had some cool moves. About halfway through 



and to the end (a 10 round fight?) it was severely impaired by player powers, as can be 

expected.  I’m actually thinking that “Solo” is a misnomer in 4e and should perhaps be 

thought of as “Boss Monster.”  This big guy needed some allies to draw fire away, or 

either some powers to lessen conditions imposed on it.  The Pinning Strike killed it, 

totally stopped it from even climbing back up and throwing down more webs or using its 

Sedative Spray. Still, it was fun and I look forward to doing a solo again sometime]. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 


